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Appendix A: Faculty Leave Chart 

Type of Leave Junior 
Faculty 

Research 

Sabbatical Professional Personal 
(FMLA) 

Sick Faculty 
Teaching 

Relief 
Assistant 
Professor 

X X X X X 

Associate 
Professor without 
Tenure 

X X X X X 

Associate 
Professor with 
Tenure 

X X X X X 

Full Professor X X X X X 

Junior Faculty Research Leave 
The purpose of the Junior Faculty Research Leave Program is to assist young scholars in their pre-tenure years 
by providing a concentrated period of time during which they can engage in research to advance their careers. 

The research leave is a one-semester leave with pay taken during years two to six of the faculty member's 
probationary period. All tenure track faculty are eligible for the leave. Normally this leave may not be taken 
during the faculty member's first year of appointment or the last year at MIT. Faculty members who have been 
given a terminal appointment may not be granted a research leave. Faculty members should apply to their 
department head for the research leave. 

Tenured Faculty Sabbatical Leave 
The purpose of sabbatical leaves is to make it possible for members of the tenured Faculty to take time off from 
normal academic duties for scholarly research and study. The Institute's plan is based on the normal expectation 
of a one-half-year leave at full salary, or a full-year leave at half salary, following six years of full-time service 
as a member of the regular Faculty. Implementation of this policy in a specific case may be limited by the 
responsibility of the departments to meet their obligations and the financial resources that can be made available. 
Years in which faculty members are on leave or have served in any rank of visiting professor are not counted in 
the six years. Years of service beyond the six year requirement cannot be counted toward qualification for 
subsequent sabbaticals. 

Faculty members must apply to their department heads a reasonable time in advance (normally one year) and 
describe their proposals for the use of the sabbatical. In considering whether the request for sabbatical leave can 
be recommended to the dean, department heads must take into account the commitments for teaching and 
research in their departments. The final allocation of sabbaticals is made by the Provost. 

http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief#7.5.1
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief#7.5.2
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief#7.5.2
http://policies.mit.edu/employment-policy-manual/40-leave-policies/48-unpaid-leaves#4.8.3
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief#7.5.4
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief#7.5.3
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief#7.5.3
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief#7.5.3
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief#7.5.1
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Leaves for Faculty 
Members of the Faculty may request professional and personal leaves. Professional leaves allow faculty 
members to undertake professional development or public service opportunities, whereas personal leaves 
allow faculty time to address urgent medical, personal, or family matters that prevent full attention to 
academic and scholarly duties. Leaves are granted by department heads with the approval of the dean and in 
consideration of applicable law. 

Professional Leave: Unpaid professional leaves may be granted to allow faculty members to undertake 
professional development or public service opportunities. Such leaves may be granted in consideration of the 
purpose of the leave, the proposed activity, and departmental needs. The period of the leave must be specified 
and shall not normally exceed one academic year; however, the leave may be extended by the dean for a 
second year. Extension of such leaves beyond two academic years is only possible in extraordinary 
circumstances and requires approval of the Provost. For untenured members of the Faculty, professional 
leaves are included in the determination of years of service for tenure decisions. 

In extraordinary cases and in further consideration of the School's mission and faculty development, one 
professional leave for up to one year may be excluded in determination of years of service for tenure 
decisions. This exception requires the approval of the Provost in advance. 

Personal Leave: Personal leaves may be granted to eligible faculty who face medical, personal, or family 
crises or who have urgent obligations that interfere with their work. The conditions include, but are not 
limited to, those defined in the Family and Medical Leave Act and detailed in Section 4.8.3 of the MIT 
Employment Policy Manual, which states that leaves may be taken for the purpose of: 

1. an employee's own serious health condition (including conditions related to pregnancy and childbirth); 
2. the birth and care of the employee's newborn child (leave must be completed within 12 months of the 

date of birth); 
3. the placement of a child with the employee for adoption or foster care (leave must be completed 

within 12 months of the date of placement); or 
4. the serious health condition of the employee's child, parent, or spouse* requiring the employee's 

participation in care. 

(*This policy will also include same-sex "spousal equivalent," according to the following definition: the 
partner is the same sex as the employee and is at least 18 years of age; the partner has shared a common 
residence with the employee for a period of at least four consecutive months and intends to reside indefinitely 
with the employee; the partner and the employee consider themselves life partners, share joint responsibility 
for their common welfare, and are financially interdependent.) 

In consideration of such conditions, eligible faculty members are entitled to a leave without pay of up to 12 
weeks in a 12-month period. More detail on the FMLA may be found in the MIT Employment Policy Manual 
Section 4.8.3. Unpaid leave beyond 12 weeks may be granted subject to approval and required 
documentation. For the purpose of computing years of service for tenure decisions, personal leaves shall not 

http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief#7.5.2
http://policies.mit.edu/employment-policy-manual/40-leave-policies/48-unpaid-leaves#4.8.3
http://policies.mit.edu/employment-policy-manual/40-leave-policies/48-unpaid-leaves#4.8.3
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be included. In counting years, the semester is the quantum by which years of service are determined (see 
Section 3.2 Tenure Process). 

Faculty members may elect to take advantage of release arrangements offered by Schools to accommodate 
their personal needs. In appropriate circumstances, the release time may count as part of a faculty member's 
FMLA leave. Except as stated in Section 7.5.3 Faculty Teaching Relief or otherwise specifically stated, the 
time included in these special arrangements is included in the calculation of years of service for tenure 
decisions. 

Sick Leave Policy for Faculty 
There is no formal method of sick leave accrual or accounting for members of the Faculty. A reasonable 
number of justifiable absences are paid in full. These absences may be used for the employee’s illness and 
medical and dental appointments, as well as for the illness and medical and dental appointments of a family 
member (up to 40 hours per year), and during a leave of absence for victims of domestic violence (again, up 
to 40 hours per year); see Section 7.5.7 Leaves of Absence for Victims of Domestic Violence.  A family 
member under this policy is a spouse, domestic partner, child, parent, or parent of spouse or domestic partner; 
a person who stood in loco parentis to the employee when the employee was a minor child; or a grandchild, 
grandparent, or sibling of the employee. For determining the limits of 40 hours, full-time faculty members 
working a regular, five-day a week schedule are considered to work eight hour days, so that they can use five 
days per year to care for a sick family member. 

Faculty Teaching Relief 
Faculty members, regardless of gender, who wish to spend the majority of their academic time on the care of 
and responsibility for a newborn child or a child newly placed with them for adoption or foster care will be 
released from teaching and administrative duties for one semester at full pay, but they will continue to be 
expected to fulfill their thesis-advising responsibilities and sustain their research program. 

Institute rules on outside professional activities for full-time faculty will remain in force for those on such 
release. Also, it is expected that, normally, they will not increase their usual outside professional activities. 

Faculty members can take advantage of this policy in any term they choose within one year after the arrival of 
a child. 

http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/30-faculty-appointment-promotion-and-tenure-guidelines/32-tenure-process
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief#7.5.3
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief#7.5.4
https://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief#7.5.7
http://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/70-general-employment-policies/75-leaves-absence-and-faculty-teaching-relief#7.5.3
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First.name Last.name


Department Name
Proposed Promotion/Appointment Level


Double Promotion (if applicable)


Committee Chair: First Last


Education:
YEAR SB, Design MIT
YEAR MS, Media Arts and Sciences MIT
YEAR PhD, City and Regional Planning UC Berkeley


Academic Positions:
2007-2010 Postdoctoral Researcher, UC Berkeley
2010-present Assistant Professor, MIT
2015-present Cecil Green CD Assistant Professor, MIT
Etc…







3 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


How political/representational art is important to
• Use of space and light in architecture.
• Reviewing urban renewal success/failure through the use of 


cartographic imaging and demographic charts.
• Goal: Understand the field can best advise practitioners and 


researchere in both scientific and aesthetic applications.


Field Explanation:  XXXX







4 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


Works in the area of Equity Planning
• Give background/context if needed 


‒ planners should work to improve life for the city’s poorest residents rather than 
serve powerful interests in big development projects etc.


• Interpreting work[research highlight 1]
‒ Case models of Policy Planning for Cities
‒ Promoting better transit 
‒ Helps neighborhood organizations


• Refuted federally-funded Urban Renewal projects[highlight 2]
‒ Because of the displacement of low income and minority residents. 


• Another contribution [highlight 3]


Field or Discipline:   XXXXX







5 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


Holographic use in
• Medical Imaging Holograms are used to create three-


dimensional composites of CT and MRI scans that have been 
very useful in medical diagnosis.


• Rainbow holography is a process that makes a hologram 
visible using common white light.


• Goal: Understand the mechanism and how best to use it in 
both scientific and aesthetic applications.


Field or Discipline:  XXXX
[Another example, giving more context]







6 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


Give an explanation of 1 or 2 major contributions with 
enough detail so that the audience learns something 
new about urban planning/architecture/art/real 
estate/ or media arts and sciences. Include why it is 
important/exciting. Insert research slides as needed.


Research Presentation (15-20 minutes)







7 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


Frank Lloyd Wright (C&D) Taliesin Institute for Advanced Study,
…relatively good... …his work is not part of the “trampling of the herd” found in those 
from other institutions of learning


Mies van der Rohe (C), RWTH Aachen University,
Would have coined the phrase “less is more,”  if I hadn’t done so already.  Brilliant.


Jane Jacobs (C&D) Columbia University,
…well on track for tenure soon.… Columbia is trying to hire her, and I expect she will find 
their offer to be very attractive. 


Stephen A. Benton (D) Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
…a superb scientist and a leader in her field… her work is a as a true "intersection of art, 
science and technology."


Quotes from Internal, External and Student Letters -
Research







8 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


List important honors, awards, and recognition with dates in 
the following format, in reverse chronological order:


YEAR Award, Awarding Institution/Organization
YEAR-YEAR Award, Awarding Institution/Organization
YEAR Award, Awarding Institution/Organization
YEAR Award, Awarding Institution/Organization
Etc.


Honors and Awards







9 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


Teaching evaluations
 


Teaching Evaluations – H. Spencer Moore 
Term Subject 


Number 
Subject Title Role Subject 


Type 
Total 
Registered 


Total 
Responses 


Instructor’s 
Evaluation 


Subject 
Evaluation 


Scale 


FT19 4.S32 Special Subject: Art, 
Culture and 
Technology 


Instructor Lecture 14 11 6.5 6.1 7.0 


FT19 6.808/MAS.453 Mobile & Sensor 
Computing 


Lecturer Lecture 8 4 7.0 6.8 7.0 


ST19 NA  Professional Leave NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
FT18 NA Junior Faculty Leave NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
ST18 11.478 Behavior and Policy 


Connections in 
Transportation 


Instructor Lecture 30 19 6.5 6.1 7.0 


ST18 4.151* Architecture Design 
Core Studio I 


Co-
Instructor 


Studio 31 15 6.4 5.0 7.0 


FT17 11.148/11.368 Environmental 
Justice: Law and 
Policy 


Instructor Lecture 12 7 7.0 6.7 7.0 


FT17 11.THG Graduate Thesis Co-
Instructor 


Lecture 80 17 6.3 4.8 7.0 


ST17 11.220 Quantitative 
Reasoning and 
Statistical Methods for 
Planning 


Instructor Lecture 54 33 5.8 5.1 7.0 


ST17 4.151* Architecture Design 
Core Studio I 


Co-
Instructor 


Studio 31 15 6.4 5.0 7.0 


FT16 11.THG Graduate Thesis Co-
Instructor 


Lecture 80 17 6.3 4.8 7.0 


FT16 4.S12 Special Subject: 
Architecture Design 


Instructor Seminar 15 14 6.5 6.4 7.0 


ST16 4.151* Architecture Design 
Core Studio I 


Co-
Instructor 


Studio 31 15 6.4 5.0 7.0 


FT15 11.910 Doctoral Tutorial Co-
Instructor 


Lecture 7 3 7.0 5.7 7.0 


FT15 11.S492 Special Subject: 
Urban Studies and 
Planning 


Co-
Instructor 


Lecture 15 14 6.6 5.9 7.0 


SP 15 4.107 Geometric Disciplines 
and Architecture 
Skills II 


Instructor Seminar/Studio 28 13 5.2 4.3 7.0 


FT14 11.469 Urban Sociology in 
Theory and Practice 


Instructor Lecture 12 11 6.5 7.0 11.469 


*These Architectural Design Studios are taught in sections by individual instructors under the same subject number. The subject evaluations evaluate the instructors 
separately but provide a single composite score for the subject number regardless of individual sections. Therefore, the course evaluation is not accurate to the instructor’s 
class, but the instructor evaluation is. 







10 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


• Created new subject 11.xxx which enrolled 900 students in its 
1st year.
• Created fun, interactive, flipped version of 4.02
• Etc.


Other educational contributions [if any]







11 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


Frank Lloyd Wright (C&D) Taliesin Institute for Advanced Study,
…relatively good... …his teaching techniques are unique and effective unlike in those from 
other institutions of learning


Louis Sullivan (D) École des Beaux-Arts, Paris,
…teaches the credo form ever follows function. Promote her to tenure now.   


Mies van der Rohe (C), RWTH Aachen University,
Would have coined the phrase “less is more,”  if I hadn’t done so already.  Brilliant.


Norman Krumholz (D) Cleveland State University,
Not generous in giving credit to others…. But has almost perfect teaching evaluations and 
is a fascinating speaker


Quotes from Internal, External and Student Letters -
Teaching







12 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


Professional Master’s Students – # (if applicable)


Post-professional Master’s Students (e.g., SMArchS) – # (if appl)


Doctoral Students – # (if applicable)
as supervisor – # (if applicable)
as committee member – # (if applicable)


Postdoctoral researchers – # (if applicable)


Post professional – # (if applicable)


Undergraduate students – # (if applicable)


UROP students – # (if applicable)


Advising and Mentoring - Summary







13 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution
First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution
First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution
Etc.


Advising and Mentoring – Graduate students







14 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution
First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution
First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution
Etc.


Advising and Mentoring – Undergraduate students







15 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution
First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution
First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution
Etc.


Mentoring – Postdocs and Visiting Scholars







16 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


• Role, Year(s)
• Role, Year(s)
• Role, Year(s)
• …


Internal Service







17 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


• Role, Organization, Year(s)
• Role, Organization, Year(s)
• ..
• .


External Service







18 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


Louis Sullivan (D) École des Beaux-Arts, Paris,
…believes in giving back. his participation as a reviewer in journals and his work with city 
planners/government are critical to the field
Jane Jacobs (C&D) Columbia University,
…well on track for tenure soon.… His CV indicates service levels, both internal and 
external, which exceeds the requirements for promotion at this level. 
Norman Krumholz (D) Cleveland State University,
Participates on many committees both inside and outside MIT…  A very effective and 
persuasive leader
Stephan A. Benton (D) Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
…a superb scientist and a leader in her field… very generous with her time on 
committees


Quotes from Internal, External and Student Letters -
Service







19 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


• Concern that research impact has been limited. 
‒ Focus on fewer, more impactful projects.


• Teaching reviews are somewhat low.  
‒ We can provide you with resources to improve.  


• Etc. 


Feedback to the Candidate for promotion to AWOT







20 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


• Concern that research impact has been limited. 
‒ Focus on fewer, more impactful projects.


• Teaching reviews are somewhat low.  
‒ We can provide you with resources to improve.  


• Etc. 


Feedback to the Candidate for AWIT (tenure)







21 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


• Concern that research impact has been limited. 
‒ Focus on fewer, more impactful projects.


• Teaching reviews are somewhat low.  
‒ We can provide you with resources to improve.  


• Etc. 


Feedback to the Candidate for promotion to Full







22 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


• 3 missing external letters.
Lakadazer – no reason
Blanker – no response
Mxyzptlk – retired. “...is a young super biologist…”


• Very limited mentoring.


• Not much teaching.
High evaluations in two classes so far.


Potential Concerns







23 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


To get Tenure
• A book at a significant publishing house
• 10+ publications in refereed journals
• 6 invited exhibitions
• Teaching evaluations averaging above 5.
• Good internal and external service.


What will it take to reach the next level







24 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


Strengths
• Brilliant and influential researcher in a very important field.
• All outside letters are very strong; several say tenure now.
• Active and successful mentor.
• Outstanding teacher.
• Good internal and external service.


Summary
XXX has made major contributions to our understanding of yyy.  
She’s also a superb teacher.  We recommend her for promotion 
to Associate Professor without tenure.


Strengths and Summary







25 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


Thing to consider/include when writing a strong case 
• What is the candidate’s discipline?
• What is the candidate’s research specialization(s)?
• What is the fit with the department’s mission? What are the 


bridges/collaborations to other faculty members in the school and institute?
• What are the distinctive contributions of the candidate to teaching? Research? 


Service?
• What is impact of the candidate’s research?
• For cases where professional practice is important, consider the following 


additional questions:
a. What is the practice specialization and its role in the curriculum?
b. What are the distinctive contributions to the profession? Contributions to 


Teaching?
c. What has been the impact of these contributions?


Note: All submissions should be written with an eye toward reaching readers who 
are not specialists in SA+P fields or methods.


•


PowerPoint Guidelines Page 1







26 Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name


PowerPoint Guidelines Page 2


• Text/Font
‒ Font: Calibri
‒ Size: Make no smaller than 16 pt
‒ Avoid excessive content on a slide


• Header/Footer 
‒ Change [Proposed promotion rank  --- Last Name] to the name of the candidate in the Slide 


Master.
‒ No additional department logos should go in the header/footer.


• Charts/Graphs/Images
‒ Resize axis labels and numbers so they are readable


• Movies
‒ When embedding movie files, make sure the movie file format is MP4


• Notes
‒ Notes for each slide should be written in 10 pt font (no larger, no smaller).


• Duration
‒ Research presentation should be 15-20 minutes.








MASSACHUSETTS	  INSTITUTE	  OF	  TECHNOLOGY	  
FACULTY	  PERSONNEL	  RECORD	  


[as	  specified	  for	  Promotion	  and	  Tenure]


Date:	  Today’s	  date	   Full	  Name:	  BIOGRAPHICAL	  section	  
Department:	  BIOGRAPHICAL	  section	  


1. Date	  of	  Birth:	  BIOGRAPHICAL	  section


2. Citizenship:	  BIOGRAPHICAL	  section


3. Education: BIOGRAPHICAL	  section:	  EDUCATION	  
The	  school,	  degree	  date	  and	  degree	  are	  displayed	  here.	  You	  may	  augment	  how	  you	  want	  your	  
school’s	  name	  and	  degree	  displayed	  in	  this	  report	  by	  filling	  in	  the	  boxes	  below	  the	  respective	  
inputs.	  Otherwise,	  the	  standardized	  institute	  name	  and	  degree	  will	  be	  displayed	  instead.	  


4. Title	  of	  Thesis	  for	  Most	  Advanced	  Degree:	   	   BIOGRAPHICAL	  section:	  EDUCATION
The	  thesis	  of	  your	  most	  advanced	  degree	  will	  be	  displayed	  here.	  Please	  double	  check	  the	  
system’s	  default	  choice	  by	  going	  to	  REPORT	  SETTINGS	  for	  the	  FPR	  under	  the	  ACTION	  item.	  


5. Principal	  Fields	  of	  Interest:	   	   PROFESSIONAL	  section:	  FIELDS	  OF	  INTEREST
Each	  item	  in	  the	  FIELDS	  OF	  INTEREST	  will	  be	  listed	  here	  separated	  by	  a	  semicolon.	  Please	  
choose	  those	  you	  want	  included/excluded	  by	  going	  to	  FPR’s	  REPORT	  SETTINGS	  under	  the	  
ACTION	  item.	  
One or two sentences; avoid over specialization. 


6. Name	  and	  Rank	  of	  Other	  Department	  Faculty	  in	  the	  Same	  Field:	  PROFESSIONAL	  section:	  PEER	  
FACULTY	  AT	  MIT	  


This	  will	  be	  listed	  alphabetically	  by	  last	  name.	  


7. Name	  and	  Rank	  of	  Faculty	  in	  Other	  Departments	  in	  the	  Same	  Field:	  PROFESSIONAL	  section:	  
PEER	  FACULTY	  AT	  MIT	  


This	  will	  be	  listed	  alphabetically	  by	  last	  name	  


8. Non-‐MIT	  Experience	  (including	  military	  service):	   	   PROFESSIONAL	  section:	  NON-‐MIT
EXPERIENCE	  


Include part-time and summer jobs while in college if professionally relevant. 


9. History	  of	  MIT	  Appointments:	   	   PROFESSIONAL	  section:	  MIT	  APPOINTMENTS
The	  ePR	  automatically	  retrieves	  MIT	  appointments	  from	  central	  records.	  If	  there	  are	  
appointment	  records	  missing	  and	  you	  augment	  by	  entering	  additional	  information,	  this	  report	  
will	  display	  all	  appointments	  from	  this	  section.	  
List chronologically by starting date; include appointments such as Instructor or Instructor-G, but 
not teaching or research assistantships. Include postdoctoral appointments, Lincoln Laboratory 


Indicates	  ePR	  
section	  were	  
information	  is	  


pulled.	  







appointments, and appointments such as laboratory director, etc. Omit "Electrical Engineering," etc. 
from titles. 


10. Consulting	  Record:	   	   SERVICE	  section:	  CONSULTING	  
This	  item	  is	  written	  to	  the	  report	  by	  concatenating	  three	  fields	  that	  are	  separated	  by	  commas:	  
Organization	  Name,	  Description	  and	  Service	  Role.	  Begin	  and	  end	  dates	  will	  be	  displayed.	  


11. Department	  and	  Institute	  Committees,	  Other	  Assigned	  Duties:	   	   SERVICE	  section:	  under	  MIT
SERVICE	  AND	  COMMITTEES	  


This	  item	  is	  written	  to	  the	  report	  by	  concatenating	  three	  fields	  that	  are	  separated	  by	  commas:	  
Organization	  Name,	  Description	  and	  Service	  Role.	  Begin	  and	  end	  dates	  will	  be	  displayed.	  
Include activities such as committees, counseling, graduate admissions, etc. Distinguish between 
department, laboratory, and Institute activities. Do not include thesis or UROP supervision. 


12. Professional	  Service:	   	   SERVICE	  section,	  under	  NON-‐MIT	  PROFESSIONAL	  ACTIVITIES
This	  item	  is	  written	  to	  the	  report	  by	  concatenating	  three	  fields	  that	  are	  separated	  by	  commas:	  
Organization	  Name,	  Description	  and	  Service	  Role.	  Begin	  and	  end	  dates	  will	  be	  displayed.	  
Include positions such as committees, program chair, etc. 


13. Awards	  Received:	   	   PROFESSIONAL	  section,	  under	  HONORS,	  AWARDS	  AND	  PROFESSORSHIP
The	  ePR	  automatically	  retrieves	  honors	  &	  award	  records	  from	  IR’s	  database.	  Any	  additional	  
honor	  and	  award	  data	  you	  include	  in	  that	  section	  will	  be	  displayed	  as	  well.	  
Include teaching awards and competitive fellowships, such as Hertz and NSF. Do not include 
MIT-administered fellowships, research grants, or honorary societies. List honorary societies under 
item 14. 


14. Current	  Organization	  Memberships:	  SERVICE	  section:	  NON-‐MIT	  PROFESSIONAL	  ACTIVITIES
These are elected offices only; positions such as program chair are listed in category 12. Unless an 
abbreviation is widely known, spell out names of organizations. Include professional honorary 
societies. 


15. Patents	  and	  Patent	  Applications	  Pending:	  SCHOLARSHIP	  section:	  PATENTS
Example: 
R. B. Eagle and V. W. Schnellfuss, ”An Inertial Cooling Device for Velocipedes,” US Patent No. 
1,235,813, November 1975. 


16. Professional	  Registration:	  SERVICE	  section:	  NON-‐MIT	  PROFESSIONAL	  ACTIVITES
Example: 
Registered Professional Engineer, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, No. 314159. 


17. Major	  New	  Products,	  Processes,	  Designs	  or	  Systems:	  SCHOLARSHIP	  section
This section is for items that represent significant achievements requiring synthesis. Each item 
description should be no more than two lines long. 


<<	  PAGE	  BREAK	  WILL	  BE	  INSERTED>>	  


Educational	  Contributions	  Other	  Than	  Classroom	  Teaching	  of	  XXXXX	  







1.	  Teaching	  materials	  developed	  that	  illustrate	  teaching	  effectiveness	  or	  innovativeness	  (e.g.,	  
course	  syllabi,	  lecture	  or	  recitation	  content,	  course	  handouts,	  student	  assignments,	  
educational	  technology	  modules):	  
TEACHING	  section:	  TEACHING	  MATERIALS	  
	  
2.	  Education	  contributions,	  apart	  from	  classroom	  performance	  and	  supervision,	  such	  as	  new	  
educational	  programs	  and	  curricula	  developed	  by	  the	  candidate	  (reference	  pertinent	  
education	  publications	  or	  presentations	  in	  other	  sections	  of	  the	  FPR):	  
TEACHING	  section:	  EDUCATIONAL	  CONTRIBUTION	  
	  
3.	  Contributions	  to	  the	  Educational	  Commons:	  
TEACHING	  section:	  CONTRIBUTIONS	  TO	  THE	  EDUCATIONAL	  COMMONS	  


This is expected for full professor promotion cases only. 
 (e.g., reading admissions folders; participating in freshman orientation (freshman picnic, FPOP); 
teaching in the GIRs; freshman advising/mentoring and freshman seminars; involvement in committees 
such as CUP, CoD etc.; participating in commencement; serving as a housemaster or house fellow; 
UROP supervision; participation in IAP activities; teaching/leadership in special programs for 
freshmen (e.g., ESG)) 


<<	  PAGE	  BREAK	  WILL	  BE	  INSERTED>>	  
	  
Publications	  of	  XXXXX	   	  
PUBLICATION	  section	  


1. Books	  
Example: Eagle, R.B., Introduction to Low Frequency Interferometry, Addison Wellesley, 1976. 
	  


2. Papers	  in	  Refereed	  Journals	  
Example: Eagle, R.B., Tilt Factors in Windmill Design, Journal of Energetics 2, 317-341, July 1976.      


	  
3. Proceedings	  of	  Refereed	  Conferences	  


Example: Eagle, R.B., “Fault Tolerant Design in Architecture,” Proceedings of the 13th Annual 
Symposium of the San Andreas Foundation, San Francisco, CA, October 1974, pp 1906-1989. 
	  


4. Other	  Major	  Publications	  
Include books in the final editing or printing stage and books not included in Category 1 above.  
Also include proceedings of un-refereed conferences and papers in un-refereed journals. 
Example: Eagle, R.B., “The Existence of a Fixed Point in the Hammurabi Code,” in Information 
Theory and the Law, Lintpicker and Snyde, eds., Babbleon Press, 1985. 


	  
5. Internal	  Memoranda	  and	  Progress	  Reports	  


Example: Eagle, R.B., “A Study of Personnel Policies and Morale in the Czechoslovakian Coast 
Guard,” Res. Memo 73-037, January 1973. 
	  


6. Invited	  Lectures	  
Include papers given at conferences without published proceedings. Talks given at several locations 
in succession can be grouped as shown. Talks given at MIT as part of normal collegial interactions, 
or talks given to sponsors that are expected or required as part of the funding relationship should 
not be included. 


Example: March 1975, “Integers Expressible as the Sum of Two Triangles,” Department of   
Mathematics, University of California, Lumbago Springs, CA. 
	  







	  
<<	  PAGE	  BREAK	  WILL	  BE	  INSERTED>>	  
	  
Student	  Thesis	  Summary	  
STUDENTS	  &	  POSTDOCS	  section	  –	  summary	  counts	  are	  automatically	  calculated	  by	  the	  application	  and	  
shown	  in	  SUMMARY	  THESIS	  SUMMARY	  
SUPERVISED	  THESES	  
STUDENTS	  &	  POSTDOCS	  section:	  SUPERVISED	  STUDENTS	  


This	  item	  is	  written	  to	  the	  report	  in	  this	  format:	  
Student	  name,	  “thesis	  title,”	  thesis	  date	  (other	  department)	  
Please	  note,	  the	  report	  automatically	  encloses	  the	  thesis	  title	  in	  quotation	  marks	  and	  outside	  
department	  in	  parenthesis.	  
For theses written by students in other departments or other universities, indicate the department/ 
university in parentheses after the completion date.  If a thesis was used for two degrees, list it 
under the highest degree and include the comment:  (also used for ____ degree). 
	  


<<	  PAGE	  BREAK	  WILL	  BE	  INSERTED>>	  
	  
Postdoctoral	  Associates	  and	  Fellows	  Supervised	  by	  XXXXX	  
STUDENTS	  &	  POSTDOCS	  section:	  SUPERVISED	  POSTDOCS	  
	  
<<	  PAGE	  BREAK	  WILL	  BE	  INSERTED>>	  
	  
Professional	  Statement	  of	  XXXXX	  
PROFESSIONAL	  section:	  PROFESSIONAL	  STATEMENTS	  


Please	  note,	  if	  you	  have	  more	  than	  one	  professional	  statement	  in	  your	  ePR,	  please	  select	  the	  
one	  you	  want	  displayed	  here	  by	  going	  to	  REPORT	  SETTINGS	  in	  the	  action	  section	  for	  the	  FPR	  
report.	  
Candidates are asked to describe their work (teaching, research, and service) and the impact of their 
work as well as their goals for the future. 
Please limit the statement to 3-5 pages (12-point font or larger). The statement should be widely 
accessible (for example, to the Deans of all the Schools at MIT). It should contain a one- to two-page 
summary in non-technical language covering the following topics:  
(i) The broad problem domain in which the candidate works and the motivation/importance of this 
area, 
(ii) A summary of the candidate's contributions, and 
(iii) Comments on the importance/impact of these contributions. 


	  
<<	  PAGE	  BREAK	  WILL	  BE	  INSERTED>>	  


	  
Teaching	  Evaluations	  
TEACHING	  section:	  TEACHING	  EVALUATIONS	  
	  
	  
	  












MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY


SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING SUMMARY SHEET


INSERT DATE OF PRESENTATION TO SC/AC HERE (MONTH YEAR)

Name:  
XXX

Department: 
XXX

Date of Birth:  
Month/Year

Action:  
Promotion from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor Without     Tenure (or Appointment to X)

Effective Start Date:
XXXX

Education:


Degree PhD
School




Year

Degree MS
School




Year


Degree BS
School




Year


Academic Appointments:  <<Most recent first>>

Rank



Employer




Beginning
Ending

Assistant Professor

XXX





Sept 2004
Present


Post Doctoral Associate
XXX





Sept 2002
Aug 2004


Other Relevant Experience:  <<Most recent first>>

Senior Research Scientist
XXXX





June 1997
July 1998


Senior Technical Staff
XXXXX




June 1995
May 1997


Summary:


INSERT SUMMARY TEXT HERE

Adhere to the guidelines below for the narrative/descriptive section: 



~  300-500 words



~  explain the individual’s field of work



~  highlight significant accomplishments 



~  explain why those accomplishments are important



~  comment on teaching



~  include major awards



~  comment on service 


Please convey that the narrative should not contain specific content nor quotes from the letters or committee deliberations, rather is should be considered an abstract of the individual, not an abstract of the case.







First.name Last.name

Department Name
Proposed Promotion/Appointment Level
Double Promotion (if applicable)

Committee Chair: First Last

Education:

YEAR	SB, Design			MIT

YEAR	MS, Media Arts and Sciences		MIT

YEAR	PhD, City and Regional Planning 	UC Berkeley

Academic Positions:

2007-2010 	Postdoctoral Researcher, UC Berkeley

2010-present	Assistant Professor, MIT

2015-present	Cecil Green CD Assistant Professor, MIT

Etc…







We debated whether or not to include a prominent photo the way the School of Science does.  Some thought we should eliminate these to reduce risk of bias (as also proposed by an MIT committee examining this in 2010). Others saw many benefits to including photos. Our proposal:  Ask the candidate how they want to be represented: ask them to select a photo of their choice or no photo. It should be the candidate’s choice of self-representation.



Mentor (School of Science uses this term) or Committee Chair (proposed for SA+P)—"Mentor" seems less a useful or appropriate designation for SA+P unless we get more systematic about this.  Perhaps it should be the name of the person who chaired the committee preparing the case at the department level?  More broadly, we should be clear on what function this mentor-naming is supposed to carry out—is it meant to signal a familiar name to AC or SC? Should it say mentor/case chair?



Academic Positions—if needed continue to a second page, could be needed in later-stage promotions

Professional Positions—add them in a second page if needed.
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How political/representational art is important to

Use of space and light in architecture.

Reviewing urban renewal success/failure through the use of cartographic imaging and demographic charts.

Goal:  Understand the field can best advise practitioners and researchere in both scientific and aesthetic applications.

Field Explanation:  XXXX



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



If necessary for voting audience at School Council or Academic Council,  DH/Dean presenting case should introduce the field;

If not needed delete this slide
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Works in the area of Equity Planning

Give background/context if needed 

planners should work to improve life for the city’s poorest residents rather than serve powerful interests in big development projects etc.

Interpreting work[research highlight 1]

Case models of Policy Planning for Cities

Promoting better transit 

Helps neighborhood organizations

Refuted federally-funded Urban Renewal projects[highlight 2]

Because of the displacement of low income and minority residents. 

Another contribution [highlight 3]

Field or Discipline:   XXXXX



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



School of Science uses "Research Field"  For SA+P, we propose to call it “Field or Discipline,” or something else still to be determined: because not every SA+P faculty member is centered on a “Research Field.”  Once we generate examples from each department/unit, we may want to include those in any future template, so as to demonstrate the range/variation possible.



This slide could go before or after the optional one that offers an explanation of the candidate's field.  
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Holographic use in

Medical Imaging Holograms are used to create three-dimensional composites of CT and MRI scans that have been very useful in medical diagnosis.

Rainbow holography is a process that makes a hologram visible using common white light.

Goal:  Understand the mechanism and how best to use it in both scientific and aesthetic applications.

Field or Discipline:  XXXX

[Another example, giving more context]



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



This is a continuation of "Field or Discipline," to be used only if needed.
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Give an explanation of 1 or 2 major contributions with enough detail so that the audience learns something new about urban planning/architecture/art/real estate/ or media arts and sciences. Include why it is important/exciting. Insert research slides as needed.

Research Presentation (15-20 minutes)



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



Insert presentation slides as needed (8-15 slides at most)

In some cases, particularly in the arts, this would be entitled something other that "research presentation;"  more like "presentation of principal contributions".  This should be succinct and share the importance candidate is having on the field.  Rather than list ALL signs of serial excellence, this presentation should convey career contribution highlights in a way that clarifies the hierarchy of principal achievements.



Who should produce these slides?  We propose that these should be developed by committee chair making the initial presentation, with help of candidate to generate raw material.  The idea is to avoid current/recent practices whereby this presentation is sometimes developed only in later stages by the Dean's office working with the candidate; more work on these presentations should be front-loaded, even if they get fine tuned later on during the process. 
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Frank Lloyd Wright (C&D) Taliesin Institute for Advanced Study,
…relatively good... …his work is not part of the “trampling of the herd” found in those from other institutions of learning



Mies van der Rohe (C), RWTH Aachen University,
Would have coined the phrase “less is more,”  if I hadn’t done so already.  Brilliant.



Jane Jacobs (C&D) Columbia University,
…well on track for tenure soon.… Columbia is trying to hire her, and I expect she will find their offer to be very attractive. 



Stephen A. Benton (D) Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
…a superb scientist and a leader in her field… her work is a as a true "intersection of art, science and technology."

Quotes from Internal, External and Student Letters - Research



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



If not using student quote here delete “Student” change ”Internal, External” to Internal and External, title reverts to one line.
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List important honors, awards, and recognition with dates in the following format, in reverse chronological order:



YEAR		Award, Awarding Institution/Organization

YEAR-YEAR	Award, Awarding Institution/Organization

YEAR		Award, Awarding Institution/Organization

YEAR		Award, Awarding Institution/Organization

Etc.



Honors and Awards



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name





List Honors in reverse chronological order

Please highlight key honors



Recognition (especially in the case of SA+P) can be defined as exhibitions and competitions, as well as especially prominent coverage in the press or by key peer professional organizations.
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Teaching evaluations





‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



By subject, reverse chronological, include leaves (to clarify any gaps in teaching record). 

Note in presentation any low instructor/course evaluations. Is it an anomaly; if so why; if not, why not?

For promotions to full professor for faculty that have been here for many, many years please list teaching evaluations from the time they receive tenure to present day. For promotions to Associate Professors with Tenure and to  Associate Professors without Tenure please list teaching evaluations from the time they were first appointed as faculty to present day. If you have a question about what years to include please contact the dean’s office.
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Created new subject 11.xxx which enrolled  students in its 1st year.

Created fun, interactive, flipped version of 4.02

 Etc.

Other educational contributions [if any]



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



Please remove "[if any]" from final slide. If none, delete slide
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Frank Lloyd Wright (C&D) Taliesin Institute for Advanced Study,
…relatively good... …his teaching techniques are unique and effective unlike in those from other institutions of learning



Louis Sullivan (D) École des Beaux-Arts, Paris,
…teaches the credo form ever follows function.  Promote her to tenure now.   



Mies van der Rohe (C), RWTH Aachen University,
Would have coined the phrase “less is more,”  if I hadn’t done so already.  Brilliant.



Norman Krumholz (D) Cleveland State University,
Not generous in giving credit to others…. But has almost perfect teaching evaluations and is a fascinating speaker





Quotes from Internal, External and Student Letters - Teaching



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



If not using student quote here delete “Student” change ”Internal, External” to “Internal and External”, title reverts to one line. If not using external letter quote remove that and make it Internal and Student
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Professional Master’s Students – # (if applicable)

Post-professional Master’s Students (e.g., SMArchS) – # (if appl)

Doctoral Students – # (if applicable)
	as supervisor – # (if applicable)
	as committee member – # (if applicable)

Postdoctoral researchers – # (if applicable)

Post professional – # (if applicable)

Undergraduate students – # (if applicable)

UROP students – # (if applicable)



Advising and Mentoring - Summary



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



School of Science uses "Mentoring"--for SA+P, we proposed to use the broader language of "advising and mentoring"

If there are no numbers for a given category please remove the entire category listing.

Post professional includes SPURS, Humphrey Fellows, etc.



Other efforts at mentoring that don't fit in these categories may also be listed. 
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First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution

First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution

First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution

Etc.



Advising and Mentoring – Graduate students



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



We recommend that this list principally include only those who have had theses and dissertations supervised by the faculty member. In cases where a faculty member has not yet supervised a doctoral student, it may be appropriate to list instances of membership on a dissertation committee, or exam committee; if there is a long list, focus on those students who are current or have graduated since the last promotion.







Advising: Most recent first

Committee membership: Most recent first

Mentoring: Most recent first
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First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution

First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution

First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution

Etc.

Advising and Mentoring – Undergraduate students



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



This should be a list of current/recent UG advisees and mentees.



Advisees listed are those who are registration advisee/majors in the candidate's unit/department, and should be listed first, in reverse chronological order

Faculty involved advising/mentoring of first-year students and associated seminars should state this, but need not name each individual student



Teaching first-year seminars should be included as a form of “teaching” and/or “advising/mentorship”—we still need to be clear on whether it is treated that way across SA+P before we add it on as “service”



The list of mentees should include those UG students engaged in support of the faculty member's research (or teaching) as an RA/UROP or TA.

Typically, “mentorship” refers to a role in Lab supervision on research. It is also possible to characterize other forms of UG mentorship if appropriate.  For example, unusual efforts to inspire students to go into the field, in ways that reveal how the faculty member ”shined”



If the faculty does not in any way work with undergrads delete this slide
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First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution

First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution

First Last, year-year/present, Current position, Current institution

Etc.

Mentoring – Postdocs and Visiting Scholars



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



e.g., SPURS, Fulbrights, Visiting scholars from other countries, etc.

If none, delete this slide
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Role, Year(s)

Role, Year(s)

Role, Year(s)

…







Internal Service



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name





Be on the lookout for additional ways to keep this optimized for SA+P by taking note of a particular candidate's achievements within MIT.



Content Guidelines

DO INCLUDE:

Faculty involvement in teaching GIRs

Faculty involvement in Institute/Presidential committees (CUP, CoD, etc.)

Housemasters, House Fellows

Special programs in teaching/leadership (ESG, IAP events, etc.)

Faculty involvement in reading UG admissions folders

Graduate Admissions committee participation/leadership in the department/program

Leadership in other MIT programs, or invention of new programs



DO NOT INCLUDE:

Faculty participation in orientation (freshman picnic, FPOP)

Faculty involvement in commencement

UROP supervision (this goes in Mentoring) and IAP activities
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Role, Organization, Year(s)

Role, Organization, Year(s)

..

.





External Service



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



This should include categories listed on the candidate's OPA report such as:

Consulting or research for a company, university or other entity, including service as an expert witness
* Part-time employment or appointment at a company, university or other entity (including a government agency)
* Membership on a corporate, technical, scientific or advisory board 
* Speaking at corporate or other conferences or seminars 
* Providing commissioned papers, reports, or editing services 
* Teaching/lecturing outside MIT, at universities or companies, in degree or non-degree programs 
* Teaching in MIT's executive, professional, international or other special or summer programs 
* Service to professional societies or outside educational Institutions 
* Service on government or industry review boards or panels, or special commissions or committees 



Those producing cases for candidates with extensive outside engagements that add to their stature, will need to distinguish between true outside service and something that adds to the content they bring to MIT and its students (such as their private design firm)

We should be considering ways to make service more prominent in the way cases from SA+P are presented. The FDC is meeting to talk about that and will be asked to bring this discussion back to SA+P SC to talk about ways to help improve this area of presentation.  This may include efforts to emphasize these aspects earlier in the sequence of slides (and in the "presentation of principal contributions"



If this list is extensive (i.e., would need multiple slides) include only the most recent or those since the last review for promotion to FULL  and for AWIT and AWOT since their arrival at MIT.
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Louis Sullivan (D) École des Beaux-Arts, Paris,
…believes in giving back. his participation as a reviewer in journals and his work with city planners/government are critical to the field

Jane Jacobs (C&D) Columbia University,
…well on track for tenure soon.… His CV indicates service levels, both internal and external, which exceeds the requirements for promotion at this level. 

Norman Krumholz (D) Cleveland State University,
Participates on many committees both inside and outside MIT…  A very effective and persuasive leader

Stephan A. Benton (D) Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
…a superb scientist and a leader in her field… very generous with her time on committees

Quotes from Internal, External and Student Letters - Service



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



If not using student quote here delete “Student” change ”Internal, External” to “Internal and External”, title reverts to one line.
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Concern that research impact has been limited. 

Focus on fewer, more impactful projects.

Teaching reviews are somewhat low.  

We can provide you with resources to improve.  

Etc. 



Feedback to the Candidate for promotion to AWOT



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



This is intended to be a slide that is takes note of earlier concerns related to research, teaching and/or service--raised prior to this promotion-- that have been substantially addressed. It is included here principally for those who may remember a prior review of this candidate.



If this is an AWIT case delete this slide and use the next one. Also delete Full Slide which follows AWIT, etc.



Include things that have been addressed during their annual reviews or other mentoring efforts, and explain the resolution

Conclude with assessments for why these earlier matters should not prevent the current case from going forward.



If there are ongoing concerns, those can be raised in the subsequent slide dealing with "potential concerns"



Should this be formatted to show whether the concerns raised at the AWOT stage have been addressed or just left open-ended?  If not fully addressed, this could be a last-minute place to undermine the case that has been previously presented.  If included, it makes more sense to me to include include the resolution—this list as a set of resolved concerns– and to, perhaps, put this in front of the “potential concerns” slide, to suggest that –while some concerns raised at AWOT have been addressed–others remain.]]
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Concern that research impact has been limited. 

Focus on fewer, more impactful projects.

Teaching reviews are somewhat low.  

We can provide you with resources to improve.  

Etc. 



Feedback to the Candidate for AWIT (tenure)



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



This is intended to be a slide that is takes note of earlier concerns related to research, teaching and/or service--raised prior to this promotion-- that have been substantially addressed. It is included here principally for those who may remember a prior review of this candidate.



If this is an FULL case delete this slide and use the next one. Also delete AWIT Slide. 



Include things that have been addressed during their annual reviews or other mentoring efforts, and explain the resolution

Conclude with assessments for why these earlier matters should not prevent the current case from going forward.
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Concern that research impact has been limited. 

Focus on fewer, more impactful projects.

Teaching reviews are somewhat low.  

We can provide you with resources to improve.  

Etc. 



Feedback to the Candidate for promotion to Full



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



This is intended to be a slide that is takes note of earlier concerns related to research, teaching and/or service--raised prior to this promotion-- that have been substantially addressed. It is included here principally for those who may remember a prior review of this candidate.



If this is a FULL professor case, delete preceding AWIT and AWOT slides



Include things that have been addressed during their annual reviews or other mentoring efforts, and explain the resolution

Conclude with assessments for why these earlier matters should not prevent the current case from going forward.
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3 missing external letters.
Lakadazer – no reason
Blanker – no response
Mxyzptlk – retired. “...is a young super biologist…”


Very limited mentoring.
  

Not much teaching.
High evaluations in two classes so far.

Potential Concerns



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



This slide is intended to address remaining issues that are raised by the case—either issues new to this case, or lingering concerns from previous promotions that are still problematic.  From experience here are things that School Council and Academic Council consider when reviewing cases:

Missing letters, low teaching evaluations, lagging productivity until a last-minute ‘tenure burst,’

Address negative letter writer comments. Why they are not defeating criticisms?

Are there any other categories of lingering concern we want to cover on this slide?
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To get Tenure

A book at a significant publishing house

10+ publications in refereed journals

6 invited exhibitions

Teaching evaluations averaging above 5.

Good internal and external service.





What will it take to reach the next level



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



This slide should be setting the stage for next steps, assuming not a Full Prof. promotion

From Assistant to AWOT

From AWOT to AWIT

From AWIT to FULL
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Strengths

Brilliant and influential researcher in a very important field.

All outside letters are very strong; several say tenure now.

Active and successful mentor.

Outstanding teacher.

Good internal and external service.



Summary

XXX has made major contributions to our understanding of yyy.  She’s also a superb teacher.  We recommend her for promotion to Associate Professor without tenure.



Strengths and Summary



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name
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Thing to consider/include when writing a strong case 

What is the candidate’s discipline? 

What is the candidate’s research specialization(s)?

What is the fit with the department’s mission? What are the bridges/collaborations  to other faculty members in the school and institute?

What are the distinctive contributions of the candidate to teaching? Research? Service?

What is impact of the candidate’s research?

For cases where professional practice is important, consider the following additional questions:

a.     What is the practice specialization and its role in the curriculum?

b.     What are the distinctive contributions to the profession?  Contributions to Teaching?

c.     What has been the impact of these contributions?

 Note:  All submissions should be written with an eye toward reaching readers who are not specialists in SA+P fields or methods.







PowerPoint Guidelines Page 1



‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



This template should be used when:

Case is presented to department by committee members

Case is presented to School Council by the Department Head

Case is presented to Academic Council by the Dean



Note that presentations times, including Q&A are limited to about 30m for Asst. to AWOT, 45m for AWOT to AWIT, and 30m for AWIT to Full in Academic Council. In SC they are typically 45m including Q&A but there is typically time for them to be longer if necessary.



Delete this slide when finished creating presentation
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PowerPoint Guidelines Page 2

Text/Font

Font: Calibri

Size: Make no smaller than 16 pt

Avoid excessive content on a slide

Header/Footer 

Change [Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name] to the name of the candidate in the Slide Master.

No additional department logos should go in the header/footer.

Charts/Graphs/Images

Resize axis labels and numbers so they are readable

Movies

When embedding movie files, make sure the movie file format is MP4

Notes

Notes for each slide should be written in 10 pt font (no larger, no smaller).

Duration

Research presentation should be 15-20 minutes.







‹#›

Proposed promotion rank  ---  Last Name



This template should be used when:

Case is presented to department by committee members

Case is presented to School Council by the Department Head

Case is presented to Academic Council by the Dean



Note that presentations times, including Q&A are limited to about 30m for Asst. to AWOT, 45m for AWOT to AWIT, and 30m for AWIT to Full in Academic Council. In SC they are typically 45m including Q&A but there is typically time for them to be longer if necessary.



Delete this slide when finished creating presentation
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Teaching Evaluations – H. Spencer Moore 




Term Subject 
Number 




Subject Title Role Subject 
Type 




Total 
Registered 




Total 
Responses 




Instructor’s 
Evaluation 




Subject 
Evaluation 




Scale 




FT19 4.S32 Special Subject: Art, 
Culture and 
Technology 




Instructor Lecture 14 11 6.5 6.1 7.0 




FT19 6.808/MAS.453 Mobile & Sensor 
Computing 




Lecturer Lecture 8 4 7.0 6.8 7.0 




ST19 NA  Professional Leave NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
FT18 NA Junior Faculty Leave NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
ST18 11.478 Behavior and Policy 




Connections in 
Transportation 




Instructor Lecture 30 19 6.5 6.1 7.0 




ST18 4.151* Architecture Design 
Core Studio I 




Co-
Instructor 




Studio 31 15 6.4 5.0 7.0 




FT17 11.148/11.368 Environmental 
Justice: Law and 
Policy 




Instructor Lecture 12 7 7.0 6.7 7.0 




FT17 11.THG Graduate Thesis Co-
Instructor 




Lecture 80 17 6.3 4.8 7.0 




ST17 11.220 Quantitative 
Reasoning and 
Statistical Methods for 
Planning 




Instructor Lecture 54 33 5.8 5.1 7.0 




ST17 4.151* Architecture Design 
Core Studio I 




Co-
Instructor 




Studio 31 15 6.4 5.0 7.0 




FT16 11.THG Graduate Thesis Co-
Instructor 




Lecture 80 17 6.3 4.8 7.0 




FT16 4.S12 Special Subject: 
Architecture Design 




Instructor Seminar 15 14 6.5 6.4 7.0 




ST16 4.151* Architecture Design 
Core Studio I 




Co-
Instructor 




Studio 31 15 6.4 5.0 7.0 




FT15 11.910 Doctoral Tutorial Co-
Instructor 




Lecture 7 3 7.0 5.7 7.0 




FT15 11.S492 Special Subject: 
Urban Studies and 
Planning 




Co-
Instructor 




Lecture 15 14 6.6 5.9 7.0 




SP 15 4.107 Geometric Disciplines 
and Architecture 
Skills II 




Instructor Seminar/Studio 28 13 5.2 4.3 7.0 




FT14 11.469 Urban Sociology in 
Theory and Practice 




Instructor Lecture 12 11 6.5 7.0 11.469 




*These Architectural Design Studios are taught in sections by individual instructors under the same subject number. The subject evaluations evaluate the instructors 
separately but provide a single composite score for the subject number regardless of individual sections. Therefore, the course evaluation is not accurate to the instructor’s 
class, but the instructor evaluation is. 
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Subject Title Role Subject 
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Total 
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Total 
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Subject 


Evaluation 
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Culture and 
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FT16 11.THG Graduate Thesis Co-
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FT14 11.469 Urban Sociology in 


Theory and Practice 


Instructor Lecture 12 11 6.5 7.0 11.469 


*These Architectural Design Studios are taught in sections by individual instructors under the same subject number. The subject evaluations evaluate the instructors 


separately but provide a single composite score for the subject number regardless of individual sections. Therefore, the course evaluation is not accurate to the instructor’s 


class, but the instructor evaluation is. 
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

School of Architecture and Planning


Faculty Personnel Record


Date:   

Full Name:  

Department:  

1 Date of Birth:  

2 Citizenship:   

Immigration Status:  

3 Education: 


       School 
Degree 
Date 


4 Title of Thesis for Most Advanced Degree: 

5 Principal Fields of interest: 

6 Name and Rank of Other Departmental Faculty in Same Field:  


7 Name and Rank of Faculty of Other Departments in Same Field: 

8 Non-MIT Experience (including military service): 


Employer 


Position 


Beginning 
Ending 


9 History of MIT Appointments: 

Rank







Beginning 
Ending 


10 Consulting Record: 


11 Department and Institute Committees, Other Assigned Duties:. 


Activity






Beginning 
Ending 

12 Government and Other Outside Committees. Service, etc.: Chronologically by starting date. 

Committee






Beginning 
Ending 


13 Awards Received: List chronologically. Include teaching awards and competitive fellowships. List honorary societies under item 14. 

Award
Date


14 Current Organization Membership: Except for a few widely-recognized abbreviations, please spell out names of organizations. Include professional honorary societies. 


Organization 
                        

Offices or Memberships Held: If any, include dates. 


15 Patents and Patent Applications Pending: List in Chronological Order by Date of Issue Offing. Number each item. 


16 Professional Registration: 


17 Projects: use appropriate breakdown for particular discipline; i.e., architect should list built, under construction, and unbuilt projects. In the visual arts, exhibitions and installations should be grouped in categories of solo shows, two-person shows, group shows.


18 Symposia Organized:  


19 Teaching Experience of         : Repeat this heading on any additional pages.

List subjects taught in chronological order. Include subjects taught in the summer session as well as 
major IAP offerings. If you have taught subjects at another university, include them in the chronological 
list but insert headings as needed to identify universities. Term legend SS 86= Summer Session 1986; FT 
86 =First Term 1986-1987; IAP 87 =MP 1986- 1987; ST87 =Second Term 1986- 1987; etc. 


Term 
Sub. No. 
Title 
Role 
Enrollment 


20 Publications of      : Repeat this heading on any additional pages.

Books: List chronologically by publication date; number each item. Include only books that have been published or that are in the final editing or printing stage; in the latter case, indicate "in publication." Include books of which you are the editor. Do not include chapters that you have contributed to other book; they belong in Other Major Publications below.

Papers in Refereed Journals: List chronologically by publication date; number each item. Include papers that have been published "accepted for publication, “submitted "or "in preparation.” Papers accepted, submitted, or in preparation should be so indicated. List published letters or short notes, if refereed but indicate them as such. 


Papers in Refereed Conference Proceedings: List chronologically.  Number each item. 



Papers in Refereed Professional Journals:  List chronologically.  Number each item.

Other Major Publications: List chronologically; number each item. Include book chapters, proceedings of unrefereed conferences, internal memoranda, and progress and consulting reports in this category.


Invited Lectures and Seminars: include papers given at conferences without published proceedings. 


Works Published:


Publications that are outgrowths of theses you have supervised should be preceded by an asterisk, and a footnote of the form "outgrowth of supervised thesis" should be included at the bottom of the page.


21 Record of Research Funding for______________ Repeat this heading on any additional pages. List in chronological order. List the title, sponsor effective dates and dollar volume for each project. 

22 Theses Supervised by _______________________: Repeat this heading on any additional pages. 


		Summary



		

		Total

		Completed

		In Progress



		S.B.

		

		

		



		S.M. or other Master's degrees    Insert separate headings for different Master’s degrees – MArch, SMArchS,  MCP or others – where relevant.



		As Advisor 

		

		

		



		As Reader 

		

		

		



		Ph. D.

		

		

		



		As Advisor 

		

		

		



		As Reader 

		

		

		





In each category the format is: Student Name, Title of Thesis, Date of Completion. Include only those theses that have been completed or for which a proposal has been accepted.  In the latter case indicate expected date of completion. If one thesis was used for two degrees, list it under the higher degree and follow it by the comment (Also used for ____ degree). For out-of-department theses, list the student’s department in parentheses after the completion date. Include theses supervised at other universities, but so indicate. 

S.B. Theses: List in chronological order.


S.M. Theses: List in chronological order.  Provide separate headings and lists for different Master’s degrees where relevant 


Doctoral Theses, Advisor: List in chronological order. 


Doctoral Theses, Reader: List in chronological order.
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ADMINISTRATORS – CREATING AND POSTING DOCUMENTS USING ADOBE ACROBAT READER PRO 


IF YOUR QUESTION IS NOT ADDRESSED HERE, PLEASE EMAIL PT-WEB-MASTER@PANDT.MIT.EDU 


NOTE:  Please upload unencrypted files (no passwords).  The system will add the password.    


ADOBE ACROBAT FAQS 


SEARCHABILITY   
Faculty will want to be able to search within each document. To produce searchable documents we must 
scan them into OCR format, or convert them to OCR in Adobe Acrobat Pro.  If your scanner will scan in 
OCR you are lucky!  If your scanner won't scan in OCR, you must convert it in Adobe Acrobat Pro: 


• Scan your document as usual
• Open it in Adobe Acrobat Pro
• Document —> OCR Text Recognition —> Recognize Text Using OCR 


To test that the OCR worked, 
• Edit —> Find  (or ctrl-F)
• Enter a word in the document  (like the last name of a letter writer)
• Hit return
• The last name of the letter writer should be highlighted in the text.


ANNOTATING AND HIGHLIGHTING 
These options are available to faculty, should they want to review online and make notes. The notes are 
local to their computer and will not be sent back to the P&T website.  


HOW DO I GET A PDF FILE FROM A PAPER DOCUMENT?  
• Use a copy machine with an email option
• You can choose double-sided, if you want, and use the feeder for a multi-page document


HOW DO I MERGE PDFS TOGETHER? 
The method allowing the most flexibility in reordering PDFs once they are merged is: 


• Open one pdf document in Adobe Acrobat Pro
• Using drop-down menu at the top of the document, click on “+Combine  Files”
• Choose “Merge Files into a Single PDF”
• In drop-down menu of new window, click on “Add files” .
• In upper right click on “Single PDF” .  “Add Files”  will take you to your desktop where you can select


the file there, or select the file from the hard drive
• Choose the documents you want to add
• Once all documents have been added to the “+Combine Files”  window, they can be rearranged in


the desired order by clicking on the “move up/move down”  buttons 
• Click on “Combine Files”
• “Save”  and name the new combined file


HOW DO I ADD BOOKMARKS?  
In Adobe Acrobat Pro:  


• Open document
• In Left column, click on “Bookmarks” icon, and a box marked “Untitled” will open
• Click on the page or section in the document you want to bookmark
• Click on “New Bookmark” icon and an “Untitled” bookmark will appear
• Replace “untitled” with what you want the bookmark to read and enter/return
• Bookmarks can be moved and reordered by dragging them to the appropriate place
• Sub-bookmarks (i.e. referee letters) should be done alphabetically within each of external 


and internal letters (see next page).
• Please make sure each bookmark is made at the top of the relevant page. 
• The teaching evals sheet needs to be showing landscape so it can be read (AC members 


won't be able to rotate the page within the document).
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  EXAMPLE OF CASE BOOKMARKS    
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HOW DO I  CAUSE THE BOOKMARKS TO BE DISPLAYED WHEN THE FILE IS OPENED? 
This function is to assure that the bookmarks appear automatically upon opening the document. 


• Open Document in Adobe Acrobat Pro
• Click on "File"
• Choose "Properties"
• Click on the “ Initial View Tab”
• Under the "Navigation”  tab choose "Bookmarks Panel and Page"


HOW DO I ADD PAGE NUMBERS? 
This is best done after all of the PDF documents have been merged. 


• Open document
• Click on the “Document”  tab, select "Header and Footer" and select “Add”  and a formatting window


will pop up
• Click on “Page Number and Date Format”  for the many font and formatting options, and “Start Page


Number”  at 1.
• Click on “Page Range Options and set the range from 2—>last page.  The Table of Contents should


not have a page number.
• Click in the box where you want the page number to be displayed, e.g. “Center Footer Text”
• Click "Insert Page Number"
• **Note:  If you insert a page into the pdf file, you will need to redo the page numbering.


HOW DO I CHANGE FROM PREVIEW TO ADOBE READER ON A MAC? 
By following the following steps you can figure a Mac so that Adobe Acrobat Pro is the preferred reader .  


• Right-click in a pdf document
• Choose “Get Info”
• Choose “Open With” , then “Other” , then “Acrobat Pro”
• Once you are back at the Info window, choose “Change All”  and confirm


HOW DO I POST A CASE? 
Click on “Send to Council”  
Choose the council(s) that should see the case 


HOW DO I REMOVE A CASE?  
Please email PT-Web-Master@pandt.mit.edu and ask to have the case removed.  You may also request to 
have a case moved from “ individual Active Cases”  to “Reviewed Cases.”   
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